We report the cell biological applications of a recently developed multiphoton fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy system using a streak camera (StreakFLIM).
Wide field fluorescence microscopy methods measure fluorescence emission in two-dimensions, on a pixel-by-pixel basis. Optical sectioning methods, such as confocal laser scanning microscopy, make it possible to scan the (x,y) images along the z-axis thereby allowing three-dimensional reconstruction of the specimen. 1, 2 Fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) extends the scope of these intensity-based fluorescence microscopy methods by revealing a vital parameter, fluorescence lifetime (τ), providing an extra dimension in live cell imaging. Unlike intensity-based measurements the fluorescence lifetime is independent of spectral similarity and concentration of multiple fluorophore labels employed. 3, 4, 5 In this letter we describe a recently developed multiphoton FLIM system which uses a streak camera and report some novel applications of this system in cell biology.
This FLIM system combines high spatial and temporal resolution through the coupling of multiphoton excitation and streakscope detection. 6 We demonstrate the applicability of this instrument in living cells for measuring the effects of organelle targeting and single amino acid changes in one of the fluorescent proteins -enhanced cyan fluorescent protein (ECFP)-which are not obtainable in conventional intensity-based fluorescence microscopy methods. We have chosen to examine ECFP because of its wide use in cellular imaging. 7 Besides being an endogenous probe for protein tracking in living cells, ECFP is often used as a donor for fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) measurements where it is paired with either EYFP or DsRed as the acceptor. 8 Since FRET microscopy is being employed extensively for measuring protein-protein interactions, information about the fluorescence dynamics of the donor/acceptor will not only improve the accuracy of FRET detection, but will also provide a better way for equipped with a Ti:Sapphire laser for multiphoton excitation. 10 The standardization of both these FLIM systems was done using a standard fluorophore solution (Rhodamine 6G in ethanol) and the lifetime values obtained with either system agree with previously reported results. 3 Crucial requirements for live cell FLIM imaging are rapid data acquisition, minimal photobleaching, high accuracy and reproducibility in measurement. Table 1 compares the typical imaging parameters used in StreakFLIM and TCSPC systems. In spite of having lower excitation probability (500 kHz vs. 76 MHz), a larger image size to scan and a smaller numerical aperture of the objective lens (which governs both excitation and detection probabilities) it was found that the StreakFLIM system could acquire data at least three times faster than TCSPC system. It is possible to decrease the data acquisition time by another two-fold in the present StreakFLIM conditions by decreasing the size of the acquired image. Considering the stochastic nature of fluorescence emission (typically 1 fluorescence photon is emitted for every 10 3 excitation pulses), it was found that longer data integration (without photobleaching) improves the signal-to-noise ratio and enhances the optical content from the specimen. All the measurements were done in optimal imaging conditions and the changes in lifetime reported in this letter were above the instrument sensitivity limit (0.08-0.1 ns). 6 A similar sensitivity and lifetime resolution could be expected from a more established timedomain FLIM system based on multiple time-gated detection. Gerritsen and coworkers have demonstrated earlier that such a lifetime module enables the recording of fluorescence lifetimes by capturing the intensity decay in four or eight time gates at high count rates and with a high efficiency. 4 Using a fast photomultiplier tube operated close to its maximum count rate, these authors were able to record a FLIM image (256 x 256 pixels) of a beating myocyte in ~ 1s. In a nutshell, the final lifetime resolution in any FLIM system is always dominated by photon statistics and time response of the detectors employed. Another important molecular change that is relevant in biological sciences is mutation in the amino acid sequence of a protein that can change the overall structure/property relationship of the protein dramatically. To investigate the possibility of measuring the effects of such single amino-acid changes, we used site-directed mutagenesis in the ECFP by changing Alanine to Lysine (A207K). This mutation is thought to decrease the tendency of the ECFP to dimerize although there is no documentation about the effect this mutation can have on the fluorescence of ECFP. A detailed structural analysis may throw more light on the effects of amino acid changes in modifying fluorescence decay scheme. However these studies are not within the scope of this letter.
Our purpose in this report is to highlight that the measurement of fluorescence dynamics of cellular proteins with high spatial/temporal resolution (unlike spectroscopic ensemble measurements) is now possible. Furthermore, we envisage that such measurement capability can yield useful guidelines in designing proper controls for quantitative live cell imaging such as FRET microscopy and in situ pH imaging.
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